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Xu Tianlin mumbled something out of the corner of his mouth and hurriedly said, "What good opportunity? Tell me

quickly, I simply want to kill that ugly woman now, damn it, in all these years, no one has dared to threaten me with a
knife. If I had the chance, I would return this humiliation a hundred times over!"
Xu Tianlin showed his incomparable enthusiasm for Zhang Xiangyu's words, of course he hated Zhang Xiangyu
somewhat in his heart, but of course he knew better than to do anything to others, so since he had the chance to get back
at Ye Yunjie. That was naturally not bad.
The first thing you can do is to take out your anger on Ye Yunjie, along with the anger you have built up in Zhang
Xiangyu.
Zhang Xiangyu paused and directly took out a few pieces of paper. Throwing them onto the ground in front of him, "Take
a look for yourself."

Xu Tianlin was baffled by this action, obviously, this was the other party humiliating himself again.
He had thrown something in front of him so that he could lower his head in front of him to pick it up?
For this partner of his, Xu Tianlin really felt more and more abhorrent.
This son of a b*tch really didn't treat himself as a human being.
But in the end, Xu Tianlin only dared to whine in his own mind.
He looked at the pieces of paper on the ground and hesitated for a moment, but still obediently walked over and bent
down to pick the things up.
"What's this?" Xu Tianlin looked at the thing with a curious expression, but after looking at it, his entire brow furrowed.
It was because he was stunned to find that these few pieces of stuff, which were completely white paper, didn't have a
single word on them at all, ah?
What was the situation? Xu Tianlin was a little confused.
But just as he was in a daze, Zhang Xiangyu, who was sitting on the sofa, suddenly burst out into a wild laugh once
again.
"Hahahaha ......"
Xu Tianlin was still a little unsure. He scratched his head and looked at the other party's mockery-filled smile, clearly
becoming even more confused.

"What exactly do you mean?" Xu Tianlin frowned and questioned with some embarrassment.
But Zhang Xiangyu didn't answer him, he was still laughing maniacally, and he was laughing and pointing at himself at
the same time.
This time, Xu Tianlin understood what the other party meant, and he immediately became furious, gnashing his teeth in
hatred and whistling furiously, "Are you playing with me?"
Zhang Xiangyu still didn't give him a chance, laughing non-stop.
But it was obvious that the other party did not deny it, almost as if he had already acquiesced that he was just teasing Xu
Tianlin.
This made Xu Tianlin even angrier, and he tore the white paper into pieces with one hand.
He was negative. In a loud voice, he said, "You think it's funny that I'm acting like a two hundred and fifty, don't you?
Do you f*cking have a grasp on looking like a human being or not? What the hell do you mean? Even if I'm a f*cking
idiot, I still have dignity, okay? Are you playing with me like this?"
Xu Tianlin was completely furious, otherwise he would not have dared to say these words to Zhang Xiangyu anyway.
But what made Xu Tianlin feel even more chagrined was that no matter how angry he was, no matter how he questioned
Zhang Xiangyu, the other party acted as if he didn't hear him, ignoring his words and treating himself as if he was nothing
at all.
How could he, who was used to being on top, accept such a result?
The feeling of being ignored and scorned was as unbearable as if he was being skinned.
Xu Tianlin could not bear it any longer. With a fierce lift of his leg, he kicked the coffee table in front of him.
At that moment, one of Zhang Xiangyu's feet happened to be on the coffee table.
The coffee table tumbled over and Zhang Xiangyu's foot fell out of place. It fell heavily to the ground.
This time, the sarcastic smile on Zhang Xiangyu's face finally stopped and was replaced by anger.
"Are you f*cking looking for death?" Zhang Xiangyu finally replied to Xu Tianlin, then got up violently and brought his
face infinitely closer to Xu Tianlin. The fierce aura on his face even made Xu Tianlin feel a tinge of coldness.

But his dignity was being trampled on the ground like a rag, Xu Tianlin was also completely enraged, he did not flinch
in the slightest and faced Zhang Xiangyu straight on, "You forced me to do all this, do you f*cking treat me like a human
being?"

Zhang Xiangyu suddenly snorted a laugh. Two words faintly spat out from his mouth, "No!"
Immediately afterwards, Zhang Xiangyu did not even leave time for Xu Tianlin to react before he kicked out violently.
That heavy kick landed directly on the small of Xu Tianlin's stomach, directly sending him flying five or six metres away
until he smashed against the wall.
At that moment, Xu Tianlin felt as if his body was about to be kicked apart, his body was in immense pain, and after he
landed on the ground, he struggled.
Zhang Xiangyu didn't care about this and walked straight up to Xu Tianlin, pulled him up by his collar and looked at him
with a cold gaze. He said: "You are right, in my eyes, I have never treated you as a human being. Oh, you think too highly

of yourself, what kind of thing are you? You are also worthy of calling yourself my partner? Let me be honest with you.
In my eyes, from the beginning to the end, I have only treated you like a dog. Even worse than a dog, a trash like you,
as long as I am willing, I can crush you to death with one hand at any time!"
As Zhang Xiangyu spoke, his other hand clenched his fist and smashed it towards Xu Tianlin with a "bang".
The kick just now had completely dispelled the anger in Xu Tianlin's heart, and he could clearly feel that he had received
a considerable internal injury.
Now, in the face of this punch, only one thought came to Xu Tianlin's mind: he was finished!
Xu Tianlin closed his eyes tightly, as if he was waiting to be sentenced to death, waiting for Zhang Xiangyu's fist to
smash over.
"Boom ......" There was a loud sound, and Xu Tianlin felt as if that sound had dropped a bomb on his ears.
Then there was a sound of dust and dirt flying, and also bricks and rubble splattering everywhere.
Xu Tianlin was so terrified that he subconsciously held his head in his hands for a long time before he came back to his
senses.
He suddenly realised that he was still unharmed, and it was obvious that Zhang Xiangyu's punch was not aimed at him.
This really made him breathe a long sigh of relief in his heart.
He slowly opened his eyes and saw that Zhang Xiangyu's thick arm had skimmed across his cheek and was aimed at the
wall behind him.
And the next scene was almost about to scare Xu Tianlin's heart out, because he was shocked to find that the punch Zhang
Xiangyu had just thrown had actually pierced a gap the size of a washbasin through the wall directly behind him.
"This ......" Xu Tianlin had never seen such a fierce punch before, and was immediately stunned into incoherence.

Immediately afterwards, he felt a burst of warmth in his trousers, and a clattering sound came from the soles of his feet.

At this moment, Xu Tianlin's face was all red, and he didn't know whether it was because he was scared by Fang or
because he was embarrassed by being scared to pee.
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"Oh, are you a man or not? How dare you get scared and pee just like that?" Zhang Xiangyu looked at Xu Tianlin as if he
was looking at a joke, and fiercely scattered the hand that came to grab Xu Tianlin's collar.

The moment he let go of his hand, it was as if Xu Tianlin was emptied of his bones and his whole body went limp.
Zhang Xiangyu couldn't help but sigh and shook his head, "How fucking disgusting, I'll tell you one last time, this is the
last time I allow you to talk to me like this. If there is another time, I guarantee that it will be your head that gets blown
out of the hole."
At this moment Xu Tianlin how dare he say a word, hurriedly nodded his head playfully, "I know I know ...... I know,
don't worry, I will definitely never dare to do it again, I promise ......"

Zhang Xiangyu smiled: "Very good, as a dog. Just should be obedient. Well, let me tell you the business, I came here

today to inform you of one thing. That is, Ye Yunjie's company has now been sued, they will have their bank accounts
frozen first thing tomorrow morning for refusing to pay Liu Guohao and the gang of engineering contractors for the
project, and in doing so, they will be completely in a dead end."
"You've followed me for so long, of course I won't let you work for nothing, first thing tomorrow morning, you can go

and talk to Ye Yunjie about the acquisition." Zhang Xiangyu sneered, "In the past, she still had room to manoeuvre, that's
why she was so strong, now she is facing a dead end game, she just wants to reject you now, but she doesn't have the
capital to do so, so it's time for you to make money!"
After he finished speaking, Zhang Xiangyu took a step and walked in the direction of the villa gate.
And this time, Xu Tianlin again did not notice how exactly this guy left.
It was as if he came and went without a trace, as if he appeared out of thin air. And finally disappeared out of thin air.
The moment he left, Xu Tianlin suddenly felt his body shiver with cold.
It was only after half a day that Xu Tianlin came to his senses. He touched his soaked trousers and almost vomited.
He hurriedly looked around and found that Zhang Xiangyu had indeed left completely before he let out a long sigh of
relief and slowly sat down on a chair, cursing under his breath, "You f*cking son of a b*tch, you almost got me
killed ......"

But although the mouth cursed the other party, but Xu Tianlin's heart, for Zhang Xiangyu is still full of fear.
If it was in the past, Xu Tianlin did not put the other party in his eyes too much, also just thought, this person seems to be
very rich, squandering money like dirt, and has a very high IQ.

But after the scene just now, Xu Tianlin had only seen the gap between himself and Zhang Xiangyu completely.
The distance between them was far from the gap between money and IQ, they were simply two levels.
Xu Tianlin clearly realised that Zhang Xiangyu was at that level. Perhaps it was something he would never be able to
reach in his lifetime.
Because no matter which way he looked at it, the other party was almost a complete crushing presence to himself.
This really made Xu Tianlin's heart feel a little blocked, because it seemed to mean that even though the other party did
not take himself into account, this guy was reckless and did not see himself as a human being, there was still nothing he
could do about it.
The gap between the two of them is there, and that kind of gulf cannot be bridged by a few words or by money.
Previously, Xu Tianlin had only realised that Zhang Xiangyu could not be easily provoked.
But now, he was shocked to find out that he could not afford to mess with the other party at all.
Moreover, he still wanted to live and did not want his head to be like that pathetic wall yet. Being blasted into crumbs, so
being at peace with himself seemed to be the only thing he could do.
Xu Tianlin sighed, and he did so almost from the bottom of his heart. He dismissed the thought of taking revenge on
Zhang Xiangyu himself.
He turned his mind to Ye Yunjie's body.
Just now Zhang Xiangyu had made it very clear that because he had not paid Liu Guohao and the contractors of the City
South project, Ye Yunjie was now being sued.
The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. It was also Zhang
Xiangyu who was running the show.
But these matters were not of interest to Xu Tianlin at all, what he was really interested in was naturally the City South
project.
Zhang Xiangyu was right, in the past, because he still had surplus funds on hand, so Ye Yunjie could still call his bluff and
dare to give himself a hard time when he went to acquire the city's south project.
But the current Ye Yunjie. But now Ye Yunjie no longer has that backbone.
Once the funds were frozen, not to mention the possibility of reviving the City South project, even the demolition of the
project under construction that Jiang Hao and her had publicly promised before, could only be turned into a blank
cheque.

More importantly, the freezing of the funds means that Ye Yunjie will find it difficult to move forward.
Any rebuilding of the south of the city project would become a distant goal, and she might not even be able to keep her
current company.
So now, oh no, tomorrow morning, Ye Yunjie will be like Xu Tianlin and will be able to feel deeply what it is like to
have a knife stuck in her neck.
And when everything is at an impasse, she has neither the ability to demolish the project under construction nor the
strength to re-build the south of the city. And what's more, she doesn't have enough capital to be doing anything else.
Everything that Ye Yunjie is facing will be a deadlock because the funds are frozen.
In this way. It seemed that selling the City South project was the only thing that Ye Yunjie could sit on.
After all, if it persisted any longer, the City South Project would only act like a vampire. Sucking all of Ye Yunjie's blood
dry without being able to create value for her.
In that case, the best solution was to sell it.
Yet look around. In the entire Chu River, the only one who could take over such a huge project was the Xu family.
And in the absence of any competitors, in the most helpless situation for Ye Yunjie, in the end, wasn't it still the case that
Ye Yunjie would accept whatever price he offered?
When he thought of this, Xu Tianlin couldn't help but smile heartily. He seemed to have seen the day when the project in
the south of the city, which had stirred up the whole Chu River, would become his own property.
The next morning, Jiang Hao was drifting off to sleep when he was woken up by a sharp knock on the door.
Jiang Hao rushed to open the door and saw the young female secretary of Ye Yunjie standing in front of his door in a
hurry.
Jiang Hao looked at the time and found that it was only seven o'clock, so he asked, "What's wrong? Is something
wrong."

The female secretary nodded heavily and said, "Young Jiang, something has happened, Miss Ye wants you to go over as
soon as possible, she's waiting for you in her office right now."
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When Jiang Hao saw the nervous look on the female secretary's face, he knew that something must have happened again.
However, there had been too many incidents in the past few days, and Jiang Hao had long since become somewhat
accustomed to them.

Anyway, now that it was already like this, Jiang Hao could already deeply understand the meaning of the phrase: "Lice are
not afraid to bite when there are many.

Jiang Hao nodded his head and hurriedly turned back to fetch his jacket. He followed the female secretary to Ye Yunjie's
office.
At this moment, there were several people standing in Ye Yunjie's office, all of whom looked solemn, as if something
terrible had happened.
Seeing Jiang Hao coming over, Ye Yunjie hurriedly got up and said, "I've miscalculated!"
"What happened again?" Jiang Hao asked with a frown.
Ye Yunjie sighed and said, "You still remember. Yesterday Liu Guohao said that he was going to sue us for not paying for
the project?"
Jiang Hao nodded, not too surprised, "He did go and sue us?"
Ye Yunjie nodded. But then hurriedly shook her head, "Sued, but the matter was far more serious than I thought, because
I originally thought that even if Liu Guohao sued us, it wouldn't matter, after all, as long as we didn't answer the lawsuit
or dragged the matter out, then there would be nothing to worry about in this matter."
"But there's still an unexpected situation right?" Jiang Hao seemed to already know what Ye Yunjie would say next.
Ye Yunjie nodded, "What surprised me was that Liu Guohao sued us on his front foot, and early in the morning, we
received news that our bank project had been frozen."

"What?" Jiang Hao found this somewhat unbelievable, "How is that possible? Even though I don't know much about this,
I know that even if it's a procedure. It also takes a while to go through, how could they just sue on their side and
immediately freeze the bank account on this side? This is not in line with the process, right?"
Ye Yunjie spread her hands helplessly, "But the fact is already so, obviously, anyone knows that this is not in line with the

norms and processes, I also hurriedly sent someone to contact the bank and Chu Jiang's legal department, but the other
side did not reply to anything except handing us a summons, and refused to answer to any of our questions."
This news really made Jiang Hao feel a bit surprised, even though he had experienced so many things in the past few days
and already had some immunity in his heart, he was still surprised by this news.
After all, who would have thought that the other side would do things so absolutely. So disgusting too!
Jiang Hao clenched his fist and gritted his teeth, "This is too damn ugly to eat, isn't it?"
"That's right!" Jiang Hao suddenly remembered something and hurriedly asked again, "All of our funds, have they been
frozen?"

How Jiang Hao hoped for a negative answer from Ye Yunjie and himself, but the end result was incredibly disappointing.
"All funds must be kept in the same account, this is the company's rule." Ye Yunjie said, "And even if it's put in a different
account it won't help, because even my personal account has now been frozen, they do things very absolutely, it's
obvious that it's premeditated Situ Nan and this kind of thing, huh ......"
Ye Yunjie gave a cold laugh. Said: "Obviously are all snakes and rats, they just want to completely force us into a dead
end, and it's obvious. They did it."

Ye Yunjie slapped her forehead with a face that spoke of frustration.
And just then, one of the several young men standing here suddenly spoke up, "Then ...... Sister Ye, those few people in
the parlour, how are we going to deal with them?"

Ye Yunjie didn't say anything and walked to the window alone. Lighting a cigarette, she seemed to be thinking of a way
to cope.
Jiang Hao hurriedly asked, "Who are the people in the parlour?"
The young man hurriedly bowed slightly at Jiang Hao and said softly, "Young Jiang, you don't know, just half an hour

ago, our side just received a message that the bank had frozen the account. Immediately afterwards several of our previous
several partners came to our door, asking us to hurry up and repay the transaction."
How could there be such a coincidence, it was obvious that this was also premeditated.
Jiang Hao finally understood why Ye Yunjie was in such a sad mood, because the house was leaking and things had all
rushed together, it was strange that Ye Yunjie could be in a good mood.
Jiang Hao shook his head and asked the youth, "How much is the total money?"
"It's not much money, just three hundred million, but ...... but we really can't get the money right now." The young man
sighed, "And the other party has said that if we don't repay the transaction today, then we have to follow what is written
in the contract. We will have to pay the other party ten times the amount of the breach of contract, that's three billion with
interest ......"
"That much?" Jiang Hao couldn't help but take a breath of cold air backwards.
He certainly didn't want that much money for himself. Because of the temporary difficulties, he would turn around and
pay back ten times the default amount to people in one go.
And although this liquidated damages was a huge amount, since it was all written in black and white on the contract.
Then there is nothing one can do about it.

Liu Guohao unilaterally sued himself and was still able to freeze his bank account, if the 300 million debtor took the
contract and sued himself as well. Wouldn't they really be dead?

Jiang Hao couldn't help but also feel some pain, he hurriedly looked at Ye Yunjie who was standing by the window
smoking, at this time, she had already smoked half of her cigarette, but her expression was still that tight.
"Sister Ye, do you have a solution?" Jiang Hao suddenly opened his mouth and asked.
Ye Yunjie finally responded and silently shook her head.
Seeing this, Jiang Hao also couldn't help but sigh and said, "Why don't I mortgage the Haisheng First Class No. 1

courtyard to those people first, it's important to solve the immediate problem first, and for the rest, we'll slowly think of
a solution."
Hearing this, Ye Yunjie extinguished the cigarette she was holding and hurriedly said, "No, no, that is your own stuff, I
don't agree!"
Ye Yunjie walked towards Jiang Hao as she spoke.
And before her words fell, immediately afterwards a loud and clear voice came from outside her office, "We don't agree
either!"
This voice had just fallen, followed by four or five people walking in quickly from outside, each one seemingly still
looking unhappy.
As soon as these people entered, they stood opposite Jiang Hao, a few of them passed a glance to each other, and finally
an obese middle-aged man who was not very tall at the head spoke up, "Oh, young Jiang, right? I'm afraid you don't

take us, the people, as beggars, do you? Your company owes us three hundred million dollars, why do you want to send
us off with a seventy million dollar villa? Your calculation is a bit too smart."
Don't think we don't know that your funds have been frozen by the bank, and who knows when they will be unfrozen?
Who knows if you will go bankrupt or not? So more than that, don't say, hurry up and pay back the money!"

